In this research, some of the optical properties have been studied for oblique elliptical aperture at an angle (π / 4) with xaxis, by using Zernike polynomials. Zernike polynomials for circular aperture and Gram Schmidt orthogonalization method were adopted to find Zernike polynomials for the new aperture. And in this case the equations used are very complex, therefore, new coordinates m and n were used, that they were oblique at (π/ 4) to both x and y axes respectively. The relationship between Zernike polynomials for the new aperture with first and third order aberrations was derived. And it found that aberrations of high orders were balanced with aberrations of lower orders, for example, third order coma aberration were balanced with first order tilt error, while the third order spherical and astigmatism aberrations were balanced with focus aberration of first order. The standard deviation is also found in this research for balanced and unbalanced aberrations for any value of aspect ratio.
Introduction
Zernike polynomials considered as one of important topics in optics. So many studies and researches were done from its first study in 1934 by F. Zernike [1] , which it bears his name, who used it in testing spherical mirrors, and then by many researchers who extended their studies to apertures other than circular [2] [3] [4] [5] . This research is interesting in the elliptical aperture, where the circular aperture tilted at some angle becomes an elliptical aperture, and for human eye, which is an optical system of wide field of view. Another examples of elliptical pupil is in shearing interferometry and in imaging and testing fold mirrors [6] . in 2007, V. N. Mahajan studied the Zernike horizontal elliptical aperture, who found the first 15 elliptical Zernike polynomials in Cartizian and polar coordinates [7] . While in 2012 Sundus Y. and Ali S. studied these polynomials for elliptical annular aperture [ 8] . In 2014 also, Jose A. Díaz and R. Navarro studied Orthonormal polynomials for elliptical wavefronts with certain orientations [6 ] . In this research the interesting is on elliptical aperture inclined at an angle /4, to x-axis. Point spread function for this aperture were studied by S. Y. Hasan and W. H. Tarchan in 2014 [ 9] .
Oblique Elliptical aperture at an angle (π / 4) with x-axis
The current study includes an elliptical aperture tilted at an angle (π/4) to the x-axis, and it is located inside a circle of an area equal π or circle of unit radius, (figure 1).
Figure 1:
Oblique elliptical aperture at anangle (π /4) with the x-axis.
In the next section the Zernike polynomials (ZP) for this aperture would be studied, but the equation will be very difficult to solve, so, in this research the x-y coordinates will be changed to m-n coordinates which are inclined to original one by π /4, as follows: The equation of m axis is y =-x y-x=0 so m=y+x ………(1) While the equation for n axis axis is y =-x y+x=0 so n=y-x ………(2) The value of x and y in terms of m and n are:
…………….(4)
And thus the ellipse equation 
Zernike polynomials for Oblique Elliptical aperture at an angle (π/4) with xaxis
The Zernike polynomials (ZP) were suggested to describe wave aberration functions over circular pupils of unit radius. Individual terms, of these polynomial are mutually orthogonal over the limits of unit circle andcan be easily normalized to form an orthonormal basis. These polynomials were lost their important properties when the pupils are noncircular. To find ZP for the oblique aperture under interest, Gram Shmidtorthogonalization method was used on the circular Zernike polynomials but on the limits of the new aperture mentioned in the last section, eq. (6). The sequence of circular Zernike polynomials used is those as in reference [10 ] . Gram Shmidtorthogonalization method can be illustrated as follows: To convert the two circular ZP Z1 and Z2 to two polynomials orthogonal in the limits of the new aperture [11] , the following equation used:
Where C is normalization constant dxdy turned into a dmdn using Jacoppin Thus, the equations (7) and (8) 
This means that dx dy = Thus, the equations (7) and (8) can be written as:
……………..(10)
The last two equations were programed using MATLAB language to find ZP's for the new aperture in m and n coordinates then they transformed again to x and y coordinates using equations (1) and (2) . Table ( 3) represents these polynomials in polar coordinates. The MATLAB program, written in this work to get these polynomials, were checked by putting the value of b= (where is in m-n coordinates which equal to 1 in x-y coordinates) then the circular polynomials is the result.
Then these polynomials were drawn in figures (2) in 2-D and 3-D, and the gradient of colors from red to blue shows the amount of convexity and concavity, where the red color refers to the top, while the blue color refers to the bottom, and so on. ] Spherical +6 4 8 The magnitude, sign, and angle of these field-independent aberration terms are listedin Table (4) . Note focus take a sign that minimize thecoefficient magnitude, whileastigmatism take a sign opposite to that of focus. Table ( . Thus, it can be conclude that the variation of aberration is given simply by summing the squares of the normalization functions except the first term or piston C 0 .
The square root of the variance (σ 2 ) represents the standard deviation (σ) of aberration. Now, the standard deviation of balanced and unbalanced aberrations will found: Thus, the balanced standard deviation of the aberration: 
Conclusions
There are many conclusions reached in this research: 1. Zernike polynomials limits appropriate only for circularslot and are not appropriate for any other slot, because they lose orthogonal property. So it -was treated in a manner Cram -Schmidt orthogonality with the borders of the new slot to be orthogonal to get the property back on the borders of the new slot. 2. Zernike polynomials limits oval oblique angle (π /4) with the x-axis has no axial symmetry as is the case of circular slot because it cannot be written in terms of one kind of trigonometric functions (cos or sin). Which, as is evident from the table (3-7) , the border 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13 and 16 can only be written in terms of a pocket or pocket only fully. 3. Zernike polynomials limits oval oblique angle (π /4)
with the x-axis be appropriate to describe the function of the slot aberration oval oblique. 4. This Almtadeddat be non-symmetrical circular, as is the case of circular aperture, and this is evident from the lack of written polar coordinates separately.
Zernike polynomials limits oval oblique angle (π /4)
with the x-axis return to the borders of Zernike polynomials circular when b = √2.
Squared values rate is equal to the total transactions
Zernike boxes while covariance be equal to the total transactions Zernike boxes, except for the first term. 7. As in the Zernike polynomials limits circular, the rate of the value of the function of each aberration Zernike polynomials oval at an angle (π /4) with the x-axis is equal to zero, except for the first term, in other words, the rate of value be equal to Zernike first coefficient (or piston met). 8. Astigmatism aberration balance with defect length deviation and aberration caudatus balance with tilt and this resembles the corresponding limits in Zernike circular 9. In oval aperture oblique angle (π /4) with the x-axis spherical aberration balance with focal length deviation and aberration Astigmatism, and this is different from the circular aperture in the balance as the spherical aberration with focal length aberration deviation only. 10. The standard deviation of aberrations depends on the bvalue and devolve these values to the values of the circular slot when b = √2.
